The healthcare industry faces immense operational and financial challenges as a result of ongoing provider consolidation, compounded by the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. For central billing offices (CBOs) in particular, there are several challenges. Often, multiple electronic health records (EHR) and billing systems co-exist within a healthcare network; this results in EHR billing, and coders enduring awkward and inefficient workflows that can cost organizations millions in lost charges and prolonged charge lag at a time when they can least afford it.

So, how can large, complex provider organizations streamline the billing process and improve bottom lines? Equip billers and coders with a software solution that:

Consolidates professional charges into a central tool with robust edits and flexible worklists.

Matches notes to charges to ensure no revenue is missed.

Consolidates professional charges into a central tool with robust edits and flexible worklists.

Matches notes to charges to ensure no revenue is missed.

The Solution? PatientKeeper Charge Aggregator™

While Charge Aggregator will have an immediate impact on the efficiency of billers and coders in the CBO and a related reduction in charge lag, when used in conjunction with PatientKeeper’s Charge Note Reconciliation solution, hospitals also can expect to see:

20% increase on average in the volume of billable charges, potentially equating to millions of dollars in “found” revenue.

An extra $1,500 in billing per month per hospitalist, and potentially more for specialists.

Ready to save time and money? Set up a complimentary meeting with us today to learn more about how a partnership with PatientKeeper can provide you with the seamless technology you and your billing team need to support the long-term health of your organization.